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Santa & Cole TMM Floor Lamp
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Miguel Milá

TMM Floor Lamp by Santa & Cole

A beautiful and classic piece of work by Miguel Mila, the TMM
Floor Lamp was created in 1961 for Santa & Cole and has since
become one of the most celebrated pieces by the Spanish
designer. This floor lamp was the first design in the TM collection
and paved the way for the other remarkable designs. The more
casual light in the collection, the TMM Floor Lamp boasts a
wooden structure, available in cherry, walnut, natural oak or
beech wood - but also available in black oak for a slightly more
modern touch.

The most memorable aspect of the Santa & Cole TMM Floor
Lamp is the adjustable drum shaped shade; this shade can be
raised or lowered depending on the lighting output you desire
most, this makes it incredibly easy for you to personalise the
ambience in your space. With a lower shade the TMM produces a
more direct illumination, whereas at a higher setting it emits a
wider and more calming glow across the room. The base in the
form of a cross supports the structure of the lamp and the large
shade. Santa & Cole TMM does not host a conventional switch,
and can be turned on/off via the cord that protrudes from the
shade - this cord can be gently pulled to achieve this. The TMM
Floor Lamp was awarded the ADI FAD Critics Award in 1962.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 1 x Max 12W E27 LED (included)

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Integrated on/off switch included on product.

Dimensions: Shade: Ø30cm
Shade Height: 20cm
Depth: 60cm
Base Width: 50cm
Cable Length: 400cm
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